Cedar Closet Liner

1. Do not take boards out of box until application.
2. Store in the area to be lined for 48 hours so cedar can adjust to moisture content.

How to figure your requirements

Measure the width and height of surface to be lined. Calculate the square footage and add to that the square footage of the floor and ceiling. Also, include the door area to completely protect your closet.

Preparation: Clear walls of nails, hooks, shelf brackets, etc. Walls need to be as smooth as possible.

Tools Required: You need only a medium weight claw hammer, a tri-square, and a handsaw with fine teeth. A miter box is helpful, but not essential.

Nails Required: 1-1/2" (38 mm) colored paneling nails will do for nailing over wallboard. In older houses with plaster and lath, use 2" nails. If splitting occurs, use an electric drill and appropriate bit to pre-drill for nails. Subfloor adhesive (not water based) may also be used either by itself or in combination with nails or mechanical fasteners.

Installation

1. Locate studs by tapping wall with hammer or using an electric stud finder. Using a yardstick and pencil, mark center line at all studs.
2. To apply CedarSafe® horizontally: select a piece shorter than width of back wall. Place the grooved opening. Use end B to start second run. Continue this procedure until you reach ceiling. At ceiling, you may rip pieces to fill remaining gap. Or, for a more professional finish, use cove moulding.
3. To finish first run, place and nail additional lengths. Then cut last piece so end A will fit the remaining opening. Use end B to start second run. Continue this procedure until you reach ceiling. At ceiling, you may rip pieces to fill remaining gap. Or, for a more professional finish, use cove moulding.
4. Follow same procedure to cover side walls. Line the front wall last.
5. For door trim, run each course up to the trim, same as fitting in a corner. When top of door is reached, cutting and fitting is usually required. Moulding gives a professional finish.
6. Line the back of the door as in Step 2 and 3 using an adhesive.
7. Cover the ceiling and floors.
8. Install cove moulding in corners to cover any gaps.
9. After installation, no further finishing is required.

This unique cedar wood is not an endangered species.